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MUSTILLI PIEDIROSSO
The Italian red most likely to pull your
seat out for you.

CONCEPTUAL DOPPELGANGER
one could easily see the appeal of this easy-on-the-eyes professional good
guy wrestler - hell even his last name means honest - as in you get what you
see (no tricks - unheard of the ring in the 80s and 90s!). His famous move was
leap at his dazed opponent shaking his hands (think jazz hands) and the

to the arena to toast his good fortunes as he bloodied his feet on one bad guy

WINEMAKER Anna Chiara Mustilli
REGION Campania
GRAPE VARIETY Piedirosso
SOIL Calcaerous, volcanic,
clay
AGE OF VINES Planted 2000-2005

October. Grapes are immediately
de-stemmed and crushed. Premaceration at 10 degrees Celsius.
Fermentation for about 15 days
in stainless steel at moderate
temperatures (around 24 degrees
C) to maintain freshness.
Maturation in stainless steel for
2-3 months with batonnage. Lightly

in the area. All 20+ hectares are
planted to indigenous varietiesAglianico, Piedirosso, Falanghina

addition prior to bottling. 3
months in bottle prior to release.

to have bottled pure Falanghina
in the 70s. Today, the estate is
run by 2 of the daughters- Anna
Chiara, who manages the vineyards
and winemaking, and Paola, the
commercial side of the business.
It is a family affair committed
to maintaining the integrity
of these beautiful hills and
producing wine in a traditional
manner that preserves the
integrity of their history.

PRODUCTION 15,000 bottles
PRODUCER
VITI/VINI
Piedirosso is planted in the
organically farmed Pozzillo
block, which occupies a small 2
hectares. Low yields and manual
harvest around the end of

The Mustilli family settled in
at the start of the 14th century,
and has been producing wine for
and Mustilli is the only winery

established the modern day
iteration of its production,
cement for hygiene purposes and
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